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September, 2018 

Dear Sudbury friend, 

Thanks to generous donations to the Goodnow Library Foundation,         
our local library is a 21st century community hub where patrons of all ages              
can come to read, socialize, engage and create. 

In April, Goodnow celebrated the opening of the Sara Sherman          
NOWLab. This innovative space has earned recognition for its unique way           
of bringing together community members of all ages to participate in           
hands-on learning, strengthening skills in science, technology, engineering,        
the arts and math (STEAM). The makerspace fosters problem-solving         
through tinkering and creativity. Classes such as cooking, knitting, “Girls          
Who Code”, and robotics are held daily.  

The completion of the second floor renovation project showcases an          
open floor plan with public workspaces, laptop counters, charging stations          
and a fully redesigned area just for teens.  

We will continue to innovate and bring excitement to the community by            
renovating the Historical Room for general use, and providing a stream of            
new technology and classes. Our Library has attracted a lot of local and             
regional attention and we intend to keep on going!  

To maintain this level of excellence and innovation in our community,           
the Goodnow Library Foundation needs your help! Join us in          
supporting Goodnow so that it continues to be cutting edge in its use of              
space and enabling of new possibilities. We will build upon our current            
funds, and we will fund for the future with a growing endowment. 

Make your annual gift today by sending your tax-deductible donation in           
the enclosed envelope, or by visiting our website to give online at            
http://goodnowlibrary.org/get-involved/foundation/  

With sincere thanks, 

Holly Bernene 
Holly Bernene, President 
Goodnow Library Foundation 

PS: Thank you for your commitment.  Every donation counts! 
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